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Abstract
In this paper, quasiparallelism relation in  nite planar spaces is investigated. This shed more
light on the classi cation problem: generalized three-dimensional projective spaces and three-
dimensional a4ne spaces are characterized. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A linear space S is a pair (P; L), where P is a non-empty set whose elements are
called points and L is a non-empty family of proper subsets of P, called lines, such
that any two distinct points x and y belong to a unique line xy, every line has at least
two points and there are at least two lines. A subset X of P is called subspace if it
contains the line through any pair of its distinct points.
It is easy to see that the empty set, a point, a line and P are subspaces. Moreover,
the intersection of any family of subspaces is a subspace. Thus, any subset X of P
spans the subspace 〈X 〉, intersection of all the subspaces containing X .
An independent set X is a set of points such that for each x∈X; x =∈ 〈X \{x}〉
(see [1]).
A generator of S is a subset G such that 〈G〉=P and a basis of S (see [1]) is an
independent subset of the points of S which generates S. Moreover, the dimension of
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S is (see [1]) the integer
dim S= min(|B| :B is a basis for S)− 1:
Let (P; L) be a  nite linear space. The length of a line l is the number |l| of
points it contains. The degree of a point x is the number bx of lines through x. Put
n+1= max(bx; x∈P). Then, n is called the order of the space. If X is a subspace
through x we denote by bx(X ) the number of lines through x on X . The integer bx(X )
is the degree of x in X .
A planar space S is (see [5,9]) a triple (P; L; P∗), where (P; L) is a linear space and
P∗ is a non-empty family of proper subspaces, called planes, such that the following
conditions hold:
• through any three non-collinear points there is a unique plane and it is the smallest
subspace containing them;
• every plane has at least three non-collinear points;
• there are at least two planes.
Let S=(P; L; P∗) be a  nite planar space. For every plane  of S, we denote by L the
family of lines on plane  and by n() the order of linear space (; L). The integer
n= max{n(): ∈P∗} is called planar order of S (see [5,9]).
The subspaces X and X ′ are quasiparallel (see [10]) if
|X ∩ l|= |X ′ ∩ l|
for all lines l ⊆X ∪X ′.
Let X and X ′ be two quasiparallel subspaces in a  nite linear space S. The following
results hold (see [10]):
(i) bx= bx(X )+|X ′| − |X ∩X ′| for every x∈X − X ′.
(ii) |X |= |X ′| if X ∪X ′ =P.
In the following, we shall use the notation X ∼X ′ to mean that the subspaces X
and X ′ are quasiparallel.
For lines the relation of quasiparallelism is an equivalence relation (see [10]). Two
lines l1 and l2 on a subspace X of S are quasiparallel in X if |l1 ∩ l|= |l2 ∩ l|, for each
line l on X , with l ⊆ l1 ∪ l2. The lines l1; l2 are quasiparallel in S if |l1 ∩ l|= |l2 ∩ l|,
for each line l in S, with l ⊆ l1 ∪ l2.
In this paper, quasiparallelism relation for planes in  nite planar spaces is studied.
Moreover, three-dimensional (3D) generalized projective spaces and 3D a4ne spaces
are characterized with help of quasiparallelism relation.
2. Denitions and preliminaries
Let S=(P; L) be a linear space. A spread of lines is a family of pairwise disjoint
lines. A pencil of lines is a family of lines passing through a common point. Finally,
a family of pairwise intersecting lines with at least three non-concurrent lines is called
a clique.
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A generalized projective plane is a linear space in which any two distinct lines have
a common point. In particular, a near-pencil on v points is a  nite linear space with
one line of length v − 1 and v − 1 lines of length 2. Furthermore, a projective plane
of order n(n¿2) is a  nite linear space with n2+n+1 points and n2+n+1 lines, in
which every line has length n+1 and every point has degree n+1. It is easy to see that
the generalized projective planes with lines of length two are near-pencils. Moreover,
generalized projective planes without lines of length two are projective planes.
A linear space is called an a7no-projective plane [12] or linearly h-punctured pro-
jective plane if it is a projective plane from which h collinear points have been deleted.
In particular, a punctured projective plane is obtained from a projective plane by delet-
ing one point. An a7ne plane of order n is a  nite linear space with n2 points and
n2+n lines, in which every line has length n and every point has degree n+1. An
a4ne plane of order n is obtained from a projective plane of order n by deleting one
line l. The n+1 points of l are called the points at in)nity of the a4ne plane. An
a7ne plane with a point at in)nity of order n is a linear space which is obtained from
a projective plane of order n by removing n collinear points.
In the following, the equivalence class of quasiparallel lines which contains a line l
will be denoted by [l]. An equivalence class [l] will be called a singleton if [l] contains
the unique line l. An equivalence class [l] of quasiparallel lines, with size at least 2,
is one of the following (see [6]):
(1) [l] is a C-class if [l] is a clique;
(2) [l] is a P-class with center x if it is a pencil with center x;
(3) [l] is a S-class if it is a spread.
In [6,7] important linear spaces are characterized with help of quasiparallelism relation.
Let S be a  nite linear space:
• S is a generalized projective plane if, and only if, there is a unique equivalence
class of quasiparallel lines, a C-class;
• S is a punctured projective plane if, and only if, there are exactly two equivalence
classes of quasiparallel lines, one C-class and one S-class;
• S is a linearly h-punctured projective plane of order n(26h6n− 1) if, and only if,
there are h+2 equivalence classes, one C-class, h S-classes and one class of size 1;
• S is an a4ne plane of order n with a point at in nity if, and only if, there are n+1
equivalence classes, one P-class and n S-classes;
• S is an a4ne plane of order n if, and only if, there are exactly n+1 S-classes;
• S is a punctured a4ne plane of order n(n¿2) if, and only if, there are n+1 S-classes
and n+1 singletons.
Now, let S=(P; L; P∗) be a  nite planar space. For a point x outside a line l we
denote by 〈x; l〉 the unique plane containing x and l. Moreover, if l and l′ are distinct
lines which are contained in a common plane, then 〈l; l′〉 denotes the unique plane
containing l and l′.
The direct sum of a 2D linear space S=(P; L) and a point x, with x =∈P, is a planar
space whose points belong to P ∪{x}, whose lines are either elements of L or 2-sets
{x; y}, with y∈P, and whose planes are S and near-pencils 〈x; l〉, with l∈L.
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The direct sum (also called direct product) of two linear spaces S1 = (P1; L1) and
S2 = (P2; L2), with P1 ∩P2 = ∅, is a linear space S1⊕S2, whose points are those of S1
and S2 and whose lines are either elements of L1 ∪L2 or 2-sets {x; y}, with x∈P1 and
y∈P2.
The direct sum (product) of two planar spaces S1 = (P1; L1; P∗1 ) and S2 = (P2; L2; P
∗
2 ),
with P1 ∩P2 = ∅, is a planar space S1⊕S2, whose planes are either elements of P∗1 ∪P∗2
or planes 〈x; l〉, where either x∈P1 and l∈L2 or x∈P2 and l∈L1 and 〈x; l〉 is a near-
pencil.
Let S be the direct sum of a punctured projective plane  of order n and a point x
which does not belong to . For every plane  of S we have ∼ . Now, we consider
two lines of , line r of length n+1 and line s of length n. Moreover, we denote by 
the plane 〈x; r〉 and by  the plane 〈x; s〉. It is easy to see that ∼ ; ∼  but 
and  are not quasiparallel. In [8] we study  nite planar spaces ful lling the following
properties:
(A) ∀; ∈P∗, P = ∪ .
(B) ∀∈P∗; ∀r; s∈L,  = r ∪ s.
Furthermore, we state that for planes quasiparallelism relation in  nite planar spaces
having properties (A) and (B) is an equivalence relation.
3. Three-dimensional generalized projective spaces
A generalized projective space is a non-trivial linear space satisfying (see [2])
(PS-1) If a line intersects two sides of a triangle (not at their intersection), then it
also intersects the third side.
A projective space is a generalized projective space without lines of length two. In a
projective space S all lines have the same length n+1 and n is the order of S.
If S is a 3D generalized projective space one of the following cases occurs
(see [11]).
(I) S is a 3D projective space.
(II) S is direct sum of a point and a projective plane.
(III) S is direct sum of two non-coplanar lines.
It is well known that a generalized projective space is a linear space in which all
2-spaces are generalized projective planes [13].
Theorem I. A )nite planar space S is a generalized projective space if, and only if,
planes in S are pairwise quasiparallel.
Proof. It is clear that if S is a generalized projective space all the planes in S are
pairwise quasiparallel. Now, we assume that all the planes of S are mutually quasipar-
allel. We denote by  a plane in S and by l′ and l′′ two distinct lines on . Let x
be a point which does not lie in . Moreover, we denote by ′ the plane 〈x; l′〉 and
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by ′′ the plane 〈x; l′′〉. Since ′∼ ′′, if r is a line on  which intersects l′; r meets l′′,
also. Hence, lines l′ and l′′ are quasiparallel in . All the lines on  are mutually quasi-
parallel and from Theorem I in [6] we obtain that  is a generalized projective plane.
Furthermore, all the planes in S are generalized projective planes and S is a generalized
projective space.
Remark. If S is not direct sum of two linear spaces, Theorem I is an elementary
consequence of Dembowsky–Wagner Theorem [4].
4. Three-dimensional a%ne spaces
An a7ne space is a projective space from which a hyperplane has been deleted. In
an a4ne space S of order n all lines have the same length n.
A complete graph Kv on v vertices is a  nite linear space on v points with all lines
of length two.
In a  nite planar space a spread of planes is a family of pairwise disjoint planes.
In this section, we study quasiparallelism relation in a  nite planar space
S=(P; L; P∗) ful lling the following condition
(A) ∀; ∈P∗; P = ∪ :
In the following, if  is a plane in S, we denote by () the subset of P∗ which contains
 and any plane ′ such that ∼ ′.
Proposition 4.1. If ′∈ () and ∩ ′ = ∅, every plane ′′, which belongs to () and
is distinct from , has no point in common with .
Proof. We suppose that there is a plane ′′ in () which is distinct from both planes
 and ′. Let x be a point on  such that x =∈ ′′.
By (i) we have
bx = bx() + |′| − |∩ ′|= bx() + |′|; (4.1)
bx = bx() + |′′| − |∩ ′′|: (4.2)
Moreover, from (ii) and (A) we obtain
|′|= ||= |′′|: (4.3)
Hence, by (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) we  nd
bx = bx() + ||= bx() + || − |∩ ′′|:
Thus, we conclude that ∩ ′′ = ∅, for every plane ′′ in (), with  = ′′.
Proposition 4.2. If planes in (), which are distinct from , have no point in common
with , planes in () are pairwise disjoint.
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Proof. Let ′ and ′′ be two planes in () such that , ′ and ′′ are pairwise distinct.
By the way of contradiction, we suppose ′ ∩ ′′ = ∅. Let x be a point which lies in
′ ∩ ′′. Furthermore, we denote by r a line on ′ through x such that r ⊂ ′′. Since r
lies in ′, which is disjoint from , we have that r does not lie in ∪ ′′. By ∼ ′′,
we obtain |r ∩ |= |r ∩ ′′|. This contradiction proves the Proposition.
Proposition 4.3. If planes in () are mutually disjoint, planes in () are pairwise
quasiparallel.
Proof. We consider two diJerent planes, ′ and ′′, in (), with ′ =  = ′′. Planes
′and ′′ are quasiparallel if |′ ∩ r|= |′′ ∩ r|, for any line r which is not contained
in ′ ∪ ′′. Let r be a line such that r ⊆ ∪ ′ and r ⊆ ∪ ′′. From ′∼ ∼ ′′ we
infer that |′ ∩ r|= |∩ r|= |′′ ∩ r|. Now, we consider a line r, with r⊆ ∪ ′ and
r⊆ ∪ ′′. Since , ′ and ′′ are pairwise disjoint, r belongs to . Hence, we see
that ′ ∩ r= ∅= ′′ ∩ r. Finally, we assume that r⊆ ∪ ′ and r ⊆ ∪ ′′. It is clear
that r ⊆ . Thus, either r has length two (one point x belongs to  and one point y
lies in ′) or r lies in ′. In the  rst case, we have
bx = bx() + |′| − |∩ ′|= bx() + |′|;
bx = bx() + |′′| − |∩ ′′|= bx() + |′′|:
It follows that lines through x which do not belong to  are |′|= |′′|. Hence,
since ; ′ and ′′ are pairwise disjoint, any line s through x, with s ⊂ , meets
both planes, ′ and ′′. Thus, line r meets ′′. This contradiction proves that r lies in
′. We conclude that r belongs to ′ ∪ ′′ and the Proposition is proved.
Remark. From the foregoing, we see that if there exists in () a plane ′ which has
empty intersection with , planes in () are pairwise disjoint and quasiparallel.
Proposition 4.4. Let  and  be two distinct planes in S such that planes in () are
mutually disjoint, planes in () are mutually disjoint and planes  and  are not
quasiparallel. Any plane in () has at least a point in common with any plane in ().
Proof. By Proposition 4.3, planes in () are pairwise quasiparallel. Analogously, planes
in () are pairwise quasiparallel. Assume by the way of contradiction ∩ = ∅. Fur-
thermore, we consider a plane ′∈ (), with ′ = , and a plane ′∈ (), with ′ = .
By (A) and (ii), we have ||= |′| and ||= |′|. Let x be a point on . By (i), we
obtain
bx = bx() + |′|= bx() + ||:
Hence, lines through x, which do not lie in , are ||. The lines which join x to points
on  are ||. Thus, we  nd ||¿||. Analogously, if y is a point on , we have
by = by() + || and ||¿||. We obtain ||= ||. Any line which intersects  in x,
meets , also, and any line, which meets  in a point y, meets . We infer that 
and  are quasiparallel. So, we have a contradiction. From the foregoing we deduce
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that ∩  = ∅. The same argument shows that any plane in () has at least a point in
common with any plane in ().
Theorem II. Let S=(P; L; P∗) be a )nite planar space satisfying the property (A)
and with a line of length at least 4. S is an a7ne space of order n¿4 if, and only
if, the following condition is satis)ed:
∀∈P∗ ∃′ ∈ () : ∩ ′ = ∅: (4.4)
Proof. Clearly, if S is an a4ne space of order n¿4, lines in S have length n¿4
and S satis es the conditions (A) and (4.4). In particular, for planes the relation of
quasiparallelism is an equivalence relation and there are n2+n+1 equivalence classes.
Each equivalence class is a spread of planes which contains n quasiparallel planes.
Now, we assume that the conditions (A) and (4.4) are satis ed and there exists a
line of length at least 4. Let  be a plane in S. We denote by l a line on  and
by x a point which does not lie in . Moreover,  denotes the unique plane 〈x; l〉
containing x and l. Since ∩ = l, from (4.4) and Proposition 4.1 we deduce that 
and  are not quasiparallel. Consider now a plane ′ in (), with ′ = . By (4.4) and
by Proposition 4.4, ′ ∩  = ∅.
First, we assume that ′ ∩  is a point y. Since ∼ ′, every line through y on 
meets l. Let r be a line through y on  which meets l in a point z. If r has length at
least three, we denote by p a point on r, with y =p = z. Therefore, if q is a point on
l, with q = z, the line pq meets  and misses ′, a contradiction. Hence, r has length
two. Furthermore, any line on  through y has length two and meets l. Thus,  is the
near-pencil 〈y; l〉. If  denotes the plane 〈x; r〉, where r is the line yz on ,  meets
 in the line xz and  in the line yz. From (4.4) and Proposition 4.1 we obtain that 
and  are not quasiparallel. Analogously,  and  are not quasiparallel.Therefore, from
(4.4) we deduce that there exists a plane ′ such that ∼ ′ and ∩ ′ = ∅. Let z′ be
a point on l, with z = z′. We denote by r′ the line yz′ on . Since r′ meets  in y,
r′ ∩ ′ = ∅. Hence, r′ intersects ′ in the point z′. First, we suppose that  is not a
graph on three vertices. This implies that l has at least three points. If p is a point on l,
with z =p = z′, the line py on  meets  in y. Since  and ′ are quasiparallel, line
py meets ′ in the point p. Thus, we  nd that p and z′ belong to ′ and line l lies
in ′. It follows that ∩ ′ = ∅, which contradicts the hypothesis. This contradiction
proves that if ′ ∩  is a point,  is a graph on three vertices.
Now, we assume that ′ ∩  is a line l′, disjoint from l. This implies that  is
distinct from a near-pencil. Since ∼ ′, l and l′ are quasiparallel disjoint lines in .
The equivalence class [l] of quasiparallel lines in  is a S-class (see [6]). Therefore,
every line on  belongs to a S-class of quasiparallel lines in . By Theorem 2 in [6],
 is an a4ne plane.
Thus, every plane in S is either a graph on three vertices or an a4ne plane.
Since, by hypothesis, there exists a line l of length n¿4, in S there exists at least
an a4ne plane  of order n, with l on . First, we suppose that there exists a graph
 on three vertices in S, also. Let x be a point on , with x =∈ . The plane 〈x; l〉 is an
a4ne plane  of order n. If r is a line on  through x and s is a line on  through x,
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the plane 〈r; s〉 is neither a graph on three vertices nor an a4ne plane. So, we have
a contradiction. Consequently, any plane in S is an a4ne plane. Furthermore, all the
planes through l are a4ne planes of order n. We denote by  an a4ne plane of order n
and by  an a4ne plane of order k = n. All lines on  have the same length n and
all lines on  have same length k. Hence, either ∩ = ∅ or ∩  is a point. First,
we suppose ∩ = ∅. Let x be a point on . If l is a line on  there exists a unique
plane  which contains the point x and line l. The plane = 〈x; l〉 is an a4ne plane of
order n. Thus, there exists an a4ne plane  of order n such that ∩  is a point x. If
r is a line through x on  and s is a line through x on , there exists a unique plane
〈r; s〉 which contains lines r and s. Hence, a4ne plane 〈r; s〉 contains two lines, r of
length k and s of length n. So, we have a contradiction. Thus, each plane in S is an
a4ne plane of order n. By the result in [3], S is an a4ne space of order n.
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